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Optical Mixing of Rydberg Angular Momenta
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When optical frequency fields are used to couple a ground state to a Rydberg state, the resonan
coupling is to a low angular momentum state. Higher angular momentum states are typically th
not to play a role in the excitation. The extremely large dipole matrix elements coupling Ryd
states of the samen but differing l, however, allow optical fields of modest strengths to produ
Rabi frequencies larger than optical frequencies. We demonstrate that these optical fields can th
readily excite the higher angular momentum states, and we examine the consequences of this co
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The degeneracy of the hydrogenic state with princip
quantum numbern is n2. Thus, even modestly high Ryd
berg states withn  50 have thousands of higher angu
lar momentum states. Generally laser excitation of the
levels is achieved with one to three photons, each car
ing one unit of angular momentum, so that only the lowe
angular momentum states are assumed to be excited.
course, various techniques using additional dc or low fr
quency electric and magnetic fields can be combined w
the optical excitation to reach the high angular momentu
states [1]. But, with simple optical field excitation, it is al
ways assumed that the high angular momentum states
be safely ignored [2–4].

In this paper we will demonstrate that these high ang
lar momentum states cannot be ignored, even with la
intensities as low as1010 Wycm2. The source of their im-
portance is the enormous dipole moments coupling sta
with the same principal quantum numbern but with orbital
quantum numberl differing by one. These dipole mo-
ments scale asn2 for l ø n [5]. Of course, the detuning
for transitions between these states induced by an opt
field is the optical frequency. Significant transfer of pop
lation therefore requires that the Rabi frequency coupli
these states exceed the optical frequency. This identi
a critical intensity, Ic, above which these degenerate stat
are strongly mixed. Surprisingly, forn  30 this critical
field is only Ic ø 1010 Wycm2 and scales asn24.

Given that higher angular momentum states can
excited in these optical fields, the question then is wheth
othern manifolds also must be included. We consider
long pulse for which the Fourier bandwidth is small enoug
so that only onen manifold is resonantly coupled. To
determine whether the dipole moment couplings are lar
we make use of Heisenberg’s correspondence princi
[6]. For dipole moments between Rydberg statesn and
n0 with Dn  n 2 n0 the ratio of these dipole moment
to the Dn  0 dipole moment is given forl ø n by
s2y3DndJ 0

DnsDnd with J 0
Dn the derivative of the Besse

function of the first kind, orderDn. For Dn  1 this
is ø0.2 and for Dn  2 the ratio isø0.07. The ratio
continues to fall for increasingDn. Thus, the smaller
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dipole moments in conjunction with the long pulse enable
us to formulate our model of the interaction ignoring
neighboringn manifolds [7].

Figure 1 shows the level structure of our model. I
consists of a ground statejgl coupled by a laser field
of frequencyvL to an nP Rydberg state,jl  1l. The
Rydberg states are nearest-neighbor coupled to each ot
Even though the optical photon energy is large enough
photoionize the Rydberg state, the associated cross secti
are small and the dominant coupling at optical frequenci
is to the degenerate states with opposite parity. Wi
these approximations, the equations for the Rydberg st
amplitudes,cl , are

i Ùcl  vncl 1 fstd cossvLtd

"
dl1Vgcg 1

n21X
l00

Vll0 cl0

#
,

(1)

FIG. 1. Diagram of interaction. In (a) the ground state i
coupled to the RydbergP state. Each Rydberg state is coupled
to its nearest neighbors with a detuningD  vL. In (b) the
Stark map picture in the parabolic basis is shown whe
Rydberg energies are shifted linearly with optical electric fiel
and have avoided crossings with the ground state.
© 1997 The American Physical Society 637
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wherecg is the ground state amplitude,vn is the ground-
to-Rydberg transition frequency,dl1 is the Kronecker delta
indicating coupling to thePsl  1d state only, andVll0

is the Rydberg-to-Rydberg Rabi frequency. The appl
optical field is taken to be linearly polarized in thez di-
rection and given byEstd  E0fstd cossvLtd, with fstd
the laser pulse envelope andE0 the amplitude. Because
the Rabi frequencies,Vll0 , are greater thanvL we can-
not make the rotating-wave approximation [8]. We ca
however, diagonalize the Rydberg-to-Rydberg coupling
transforming to the parabolic state basis,bk 

Pn21
l0 Sklcl .

These states are labeled by the electric quantum num
keh2n 1 1, 2n 1 3, . . . , n 2 3, n 2 1j. Skl is the uni-
tary transformation matrix whose components are prop
tional to Clebsch-Gordon coefficients [5]. The expense
this transformation is that every parabolic state is coup
to the ground state and has a time-dependent homogen
term,

i Ùbk  fvn 1 Dkfstd cossvLtdgbk

1 Sk1Vgfstd cossvLtdcg . (2)

The termDk  s3y2dnkE0 is the Stark shift of statek that
a dc field of amplitudeE0 would generate (within the single
n-manifold approximation).Sk1 represents the projection
of thekth parabolic state onto theP state.

The ground-to-Rydberg-state Rabi frequency,Vg,
scales asn23y2. So for the intensity ranges considere
this coupling can be treated perturbatively, givingcg ø 1.
The approximate solution then is

bkstd  2 iVgSk1 exp

∑
2ivnt 2 i

Dk

vL
fstd sinsvLtd

∏
3

Z t

2`

dt0 vL

Dk
expsidt0dJ1

∑
Dk

vL
fst0d

∏
, (3)

whered  vn 2 vL andJ1 is the Bessel function of the
first kind, order one. This solution assumes thatd ø vL

and thatvLtp ¿ 1 where tp is the pulse width. For
hyperbolic secant pulses in the long-time limit, the soluti
can be expressed in terms of confluent hypergeome
functions. The spherical basis amplitudes are obtained
unitary transformation back to the original basis.

We now proceed to investigate the predictions of th
model. To characterize the strength of the coupling
introduce the parameterb  s3y2dnsn 2 1dE0yvL which
is the maximum value of the Stark shift,Dk, measured in
terms of the laser frequencyvL. Figure 2 shows the mag
nitude of the amplitudes in the spherical basis forb  8.
In Fig. 2(a) is shown the amplitudes at the peak of t
laser pulse. The strong Rydberg-to-Rydberg coupling
distributes population among the higher angular mom
tum states. Because the Rabi frequency exceeds the op
frequency, the particular distribution of population chang
considerably during an optical cycle. The figure emph
638
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FIG. 2. Amplitudes of the Rydberg states in the spherica
basis forb  8. In (a), the amplitudes are at the peak of the
pulse and in (b) at the end of the pulse. The resultant angu
distribution is shown in the inset with the laser polarization
direction indicated.

sizes the fact that a broad range of angular momentu
states are transiently populated during the pulse and n
only a given parity subset, which would be the case fo
Dl  2 Raman transitions [9]. For a smooth pulse profile
however, the states with parity opposite that of theP state
have their population go smoothly back to zero so that
the end of the pulse, they are essentially unpopulated [s
Fig. 2(b)]. The results are shown for the hyperbolic se
cant pulse, but are qualitatively the same for other smoo
profiles.

Shown in the inset of the figure is the resultant angula
distribution at the end of the pulse. The smallb distribu-
tion is the familiarP state orbital with main probability
lobes along the laser polarization axis. As the Rydberg
to-Rydberg coupling becomes larger than the optic
frequency (b . 1) the distribution becomes peaked or-
thogonal to the polarization direction. A signature of thi
effect was observed experimentally several years ago [1
In that experiment, the angular distributions of photoion
ized electrons were measured as an intermediate resona
was tuned through the Rydberg series. For smalln the
distribution was peaked along the polarization direction
As n was increased the distribution, while still peaked
along the polarization, began to bulge in the orthogon
direction. Asn increases for a fixed field strength,b in-
creases and we predict that the bound state distribution b
comes elongated perpendicular to the polarization axis, b
since photoionization cross sections decrease rapidly w
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increasingl, mostly the smalll component of the wave
function will be photoionized. This leads to a photoio
distribution which remains peaked along the polarizat
direction but begins to show increased probability in t
orthogonal direction, as seen in Ref. [10]. A very simi
distribution was observed in a high intensity experime
in xenon [11]. Evidence for this type of distribution wa
also seen in a theoretical study of the classical hydro
atom in a strong electromagnetic field [12]. Similar ang
lar distributions are seen for somewhat different reas
in molecules [13].

Another consequence of the excitation of these h
angular momentum states can be seen by examinatio
Eq. (3). If we make a harmonic expansion of the fi
exponential in this equation we obtain

bkstd  rkstde2ivnt
X̀

q2`

Jq

∑
Dk

vL
fstd

∏
e2iqvLt , (4)

where rkstd is a slowly varying function. The Rydber
state amplitudes therefore oscillate at harmonics of
driving field depending on the ratioDkyvL. The time-
dependent dipole moment, given by the product of
ground state amplitude and these parabolic state am
tudes, will therefore also oscillate at harmonics of the dr
ing field. Figure 3 shows the Fourier transform of t
dipole moment. Only odd harmonics are generated,
furthermore they display the typical high harmonic spe
trum of a rapid falloff followed by a relatively flat platea
region followed by a rapid cutoff [14]. It is interesting t
note that forn  65 this power spectrum is predicted t
occur forI ø 6 3 1011 Wycm2.

High harmonic generation has been predicted from s
eral models [15]. This interaction, however, makes p
sible high harmonic generation at relatively low intensi
It also provides the possibility for enhancing the conv
sion efficiency. Since the dipole moment is proportion
to the product of the ground and Rydberg state am
tudes, if the atom is prepared initially with some popu
tion in the Rydberg states, then the dipole moment will
increased. Thus by varying the initial population in t
Rydberg state, the conversion efficiency can be adjust

FIG. 3. Fourier transform of time-dependent dipole mom
for b  32.
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Because the Rydberg-Rydberg Rabi frequencies are
largest parameters in our problem the physics is better u
derstood via a simple model in which we treat the optic
field as though it produces a dc Stark shift of the Ryd
berg states which is modulated at the optical frequenc
Figure 1(b) shows the Stark map picture of our mode
Each parabolic state has its energy [the homogeneous te
in Eq. (2)] modulated at the optical frequency. This en
ergy varies fromvn 2 Dk to vn 1 Dk in one-half optical
cycle as the electric field varies from2E0 to E0. The
ground state is unshifted. For simplicity, we take the puls
to be square for this analysis. Each state that hasjDkj .

vn will have two avoided crossings with the ground stat
per optical cycle. Between the crossings, the free evoluti
of each state leads to a phase accumulation that can ca
the two transition amplitudes to interfere. This interfer
ence is the analog of Stückelberg oscillations in inelast
atomic collisions [16] and has been recently observed
microwave multiphoton transitions [17].

Landau-Zener (LZ) theory can be used to describe ho
population changes during these anticrossings [18]. T
transition probability in LZ theory is determined by the
parameter

G 
jk1jV j2lj2

dvydt
, (5)

whereV is the interaction term coupling statej1l to j2l
and v is the energy difference between the two state
[19]. The probability of an adiabatic transition isPA 
1 2 e22pG. In our case,V ~ Vg and dvydt ~ vLDk

so PA ø 2pG ø 1 and the transition is diabatic. So the
population begins in the ground state, makes two diaba
crossings, and returns to the ground state with essentia
no population transferred in one optical cycle. Howeve
there aremany cycles in our optical pulse. So, for the
right phase accumulation between the crossings, ma
small transition amplitudes can add coherently to produ
significant population transfer to the parabolic state.

To lowest order inPA, the N-cycle transition proba-
bility is

Pk√g  8pN2G2
k sin2sak 2 fkd

sin2sdtpy2d
sdtpy2d2 , (6)

whered  vn 2 vL. The dynamical phase, analogou
to the Stückelberg phase, is

ak  vntk 1 sDkyvLd sinsvLtkd , (7)

andfk is the phase associated with the LZ transition [20
The time when statek crosses the ground state in the firs
cycle is given simply by

tk  s1yvLd cos21s2vnyDkd . (8)

The single crossing transfer probability is2pGk with

Gk 
S2

k1V2
g cos2svLtkd

jDkvL sinsvLtkdj
. (9)
639
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FIG. 4. Comparison of Eq. (3) (solid line) to Landau-Zene
theory (vertical bars) for population in parabolic states wi
b  30, n  60, andd  0.

The presence of the traditional perturbation theory abso
tion profile shows the importance of matching the dri
ing frequencyvL to the resonance frequencyvn. When
the detuning is greater than the inverse pulse width, co
tributions from successive optical cycles interfere destru
tively. Therefore neighboringn states do not get populated
even though they have shifts large enough to have avoi
crossings with the ground state.

Figure 4 compares the predictions of the LZ theory
those of Eq. (3) for a square pulse. This simple LZ mod
assumes that each state has an avoided crossing with
ground state. This is in general not true for states ne
k  0 because they can havejDkj , vn. Because of
this, states neark  0 are not shown in the plot. In order
that most states cross the ground state for this calcula
we choseb  30. Within these limits of applicability of
this rather simple model the agreement is quite strikin
In general, even for smallerb this model works well for
those states that havejDkj . vn. The agreement between
the LZ theory and Eq. (3) is independent of the number
optical cycles forN ¿ 1.

In conclusion, we have shown that the large Rydber
to-Rydberg dipole moments lead to strong mixing
angular momentum states by optical frequency fields
relatively moderate intensities. Rabi frequencies exce
ing optical frequencies give rise to significant redistrib
tion of population to higher angular momentum state
Furthermore, the use of Landau-Zener level crossing t
ory can be used to understand some of the unique behav
of these strongly driven Rydberg states.
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